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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is to increase the understanding of how to design highly active silver-
alumina catalysts for selective catalytic reduction of NOx with hydrocarbons (HC-SCR) in 
oxygen excess at low temperatures (150-250 °C). Silver-alumina catalysts have been prepared 
using different methods, including a new unique preparation method developed during the 
thesis project. The obtained catalysts have been thoroughly characterized by a range of 
methods, to determine the chemical and physical properties. The catalytic performance of the 
samples was determined using flow reactor experiments and mechanistic aspects of the HC-
SCR reaction were elucidated by kinetic modeling and in-situ diffuse reflection infra-red 
Fourier transformed (DRIFT) spectroscopy. 
The results show that silver-alumina catalysts with highly dispersed silver can be obtained by 
the new preparation method based on freeze-drying of the silver-alumina gel, formed by the 
sol-gel method, presented in this thesis. However, the flow reactor experiments showed that to 
achieve a high NOx reduction activity at low temperatures, both the nature of the reducing 
agent and the silver loading of the catalyst must be considered. A delicate balance between the 
oxidative and reductive properties of the catalyst is required, which in turn is dependent on 
both the silver loading and the preparation method. This balance varies for different reducing 
agents, most likely due to the different terminal C-H bond strengths in the hydrocarbons. It is 
suggested that these two factors determine the rate of partial oxidation, required to open up 
the HC-SCR reaction path. 
A transient kinetic model for hydrogen assisted n-octane-SCR has been developed, using the 
reduction of stable surface nitrates by hydrogen as a key-step. The model is able to well 
reproduce changes in the gas feed, especially poisoning effects by higher NO concentrations in 
the feed. These results, together with in-situ DRIFT results showing the reduction of surface 
nitrates by hydrogen, strongly indicate that one important role of hydrogen is to suppress the 
self-poisoning of the active sites by reduction of surface nitrates. 
 
Keywords: Lean NOx reduction, silver-alumina, selective catalytic reduction, HC-SCR, catalyst 
preparation, freeze-drying, sol-gel, kinetic modeling, aromatic hydrocarbons, characterization, 
DRIFTS. 
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1 Introduction  
In recent years, the awareness of global warming has increased rapidly. Especially the release 
of the reports by the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) working groups 
during 2007 [1-3] clearly stating that global warming is due to mankind, has contributed to this 
awareness. The political response to this matter has been massive, as worldwide commitments 
have been signed, both in the Kyoto protocol [4] and at the Bali conference [5], to reduce the 
emissions of greenhouse gases. This has induced legislations for reducing harmful emissions 
from combustion of fossil fuels, rapidly increasing in stringency. Most commonly, the debate is 
addressing the transport sector, primarily the land-based transports, but now also air- and sea 
transports [6]. The focus on the transport sector is not because it shows the largest amount of 
emissions per se, but rather due to the rapid growth of this sector. The regulation of harmful 
emissions, from primarily land based heavy vehicles such as trucks, is however not a new idea. 
The first regulations were set already in the 1970’s [7], starting with emissions of unburned 
hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon monoxide (CO). This was quickly followed by regulations of 
nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions. To meet these new demands, the three-way catalyst (TWC) 
was introduced by Volvo in 1978 [8], simultaneously reducing the emissions of NOx, CO and 
unburned HC with high efficiency. In Sweden, the TWC was introduced on passenger cars of 
1989 years model, as a consequence of the emission regulations [9]. However, the TWC is only 
efficient in a very narrow air-to-fuel ratio, which occurs when the engine is operated at 
stoichiometric conditions, i.e. as the conventional Otto engine. Using diesel engines, the air-to-
fuel ratio is too high for the TWC to efficiently reduce NOx. 
As the world becomes increasingly globalized, the need for transports to sustain the demands 
from the modern society is growing quickly. The total emissions of greenhouse gases from the 
transport sector in the European Energy Agency (EEA) member countries have increased by 
27 % between 1995 and 2005 [6], due to the growth of the transport sector. The recent 
legislations on reduction of CO2 emissions have contributed to the development of fuel-
efficient engines, however historically primarily the fuel price has acted as the driving force for 
this development. Nevertheless, the use of fuel-efficient engines has lowered the emissions of 
anthropogenic CO2 due to combustion of petroleum based fuel for the individual engine, 
although this has only diminished the increase in total greenhouse gas emissions. Lean-burn 
and diesel engines operate at lean conditions (oxygen excess), using the fuel more efficiently 
than the conventional Otto engine, which operates at stoichiometric conditions [10]. As the 
fuel is more completely combusted in diesel and lean-burn engines, less fuel is needed, in turn 
reducing the emissions of CO, CO2 and unburned hydrocarbons. However, as the exhausts 
contain a high level of oxygen (around 10 vol.%), the traditional TWC is unable to reduce 
NOx effectively. This is due to the efficient combustion of HC and CO, which are required to 
reduce NOx over the TWC [11], but also the formation of inactive rhodium oxide in the TWC 
[12]. 
The term NOx is a collective name for the two nitrogen oxides NO and NO2, sometimes also 
including N2O and other nitrogen oxides [13]. Nitrogen oxide (NO) is harmful to the 
environment and mankind, inter alia by causing ground level ozone, which is one of the 
components in photochemical smog, and acid rain. [13]. Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is directly 
harmful to humans and animals as it forms nitric acid in contact with water, i.e. in the lungs 
when inhaled, which may lead to e.g. pulmonary edema [13]. Nitrous oxide (N2O) is also a 
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severe greenhouse gas, with about 270-300 times higher global warming potential (GWP) than 
CO2 [13, 14]. This has been known for a long time, leading to legislative levels of allowed 
emissions of NOx. These levels have decreased drastically from the early 70’s, from several 
tens of grams per kilowatt hour to the levels of today, e.g. US10: 0.27 g NOx/kWh [15]. 
The problem with NOx emissions from lean combustion calls for more efficient NOx 
abatement techniques than the traditional TWC. Today, there are several techniques to reduce 
the NOx emissions from e.g. diesel engines, as exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), NOx storage 
and reduction (NSR) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR). The EGR technique involves 
recirculation of parts of the exhaust into the combustion chamber, lowering the flame 
temperature and oxygen concentration during the combustion. This reduces the formation of 
NOx, however the reduced oxygen concentration promotes the formation of particulate matter 
(PM) [16]. NSR requires the engine to cycle between longer periods of lean conditions and 
short periods of rich (fuel excess) conditions. During the lean period, the NOx is oxidized over 
platinum and stored as nitrates on a suitable material, commonly barium oxide or barium 
carbonate [17-19]. When the engine is turned to operate at rich conditions, the nitrates are 
released and reduced to gaseous nitrogen and water, using CO and unburned HC as reducing 
agents. However, this technique requires sophisticated engine control and the storage material 
is very sensitive for sulfur poisoning, deactivating the catalyst. SCR involves adding a urea 
solution to the exhaust stream, decomposing to ammonia (NH3-SCR) which in turn reduces 
the NOx to N2 and water over a catalyst [20]. These techniques have been commercialized and 
are applied both for heavy and light duty vehicles. The main technique of this work, 
hydrocarbon-SCR (HC-SCR), uses hydrocarbons (ideally the fuel itself) as reducing agent, 
instead of urea. This has a number of advantages, as the infrastructure is already in place and 
no extra tank for the reducing agent is required. Also, the problem of the water based urea 
solution freezing at temperatures below -11 °C [21] is avoided. However, there is still much 
research and development needed to increase the low temperature activity for the HC-SCR 
system, necessary for light and heavy duty vehicle applications. Nevertheless, a system for E85-
SCR was very recently commercialized by General Electric Company, for off-road and train 
applications [22]. 
1.1 Objectives 
This work has been performed as a part of the E4-Mistra program (Energy Efficient 
Reduction of Exhaust Emissions from Vehicles), phase 1. The objective of this program is to 
“demonstrate very low emission levels (0.005 g PM/kWh and 0.1 g NOx/kWh) with an engine 
exhibiting low CO2 emissions” [23]. This should be compared to the current legislative levels: 
0.013 g PM/kWh and 0.27 g NOx/kWh in North America (US10) and 0.01 g PM/kWh and 0.4 g 
NOx/kWh in the European Union (EuroVI, implemented 2013.01) [24].  
The aim of this work has been to develop a new type of catalyst for HC-SCR of NOx, 
demonstrating high NOx reduction with selectivity to N2 at low temperatures (150-250 °C), to 
be able to meet the E4 objectives above. The initial approach was to synthesize silver-alumina 
catalysts by three different preparation methods, including a unique method developed during 
the thesis project (Paper I). The catalysts were thoroughly characterized and compared with 
respect to catalytic activity and selectivity for lean NOx reduction, using different reducing 
agents (Paper I and II), coupling the activity to the silver loading and the nature of the 
reducing agent. 
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Small amounts of hydrogen added to the feed results in a remarkable enhancement of the 
NOx reduction activity over silver-alumina, the so called hydrogen effect (e.g. ref. [25, 26]). 
However, the role of hydrogen in hydrogen assisted HC-SCR is not yet fully understood. To 
enhance the understanding of the role of hydrogen and the hydrogen effect several studies 
were performed (Papers III-V). A global transient kinetic model is presented for the hydrogen 
assisted selective catalytic reduction of NOx with n-octane over one of the prepared silver-
alumina catalysts (Paper III). The model is based on the removal of surface nitrates by 
hydrogen as a key feature and offers an explanation for the fast transients in NOx conversion 
when hydrogen is introduced to the feed. Further evidence for removal of surface nitrates by 
hydrogen was obtained by in-situ DRIFTS experiments (Paper IV) and the influence of 
hydrogen addition to the HC-SCR reaction, using cyclic and aromatic hydrocarbon reducing 
agents, is discussed (Paper V). 
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2 Lean NOx reduction 
2.1 The concept of selective catalytic reduction 
Selective catalytic reduction is a catalytic reaction, where nitrogen oxides are reduced to 
nitrogen under lean conditions. This is made possible by the addition of a reductant to the 
exhaust gases, reacting with the NOx over the catalyst. The concept of SCR may be divided 
into ammonia/urea-SCR and hydrocarbon-SCR, referring to the added reductant. The NH3-
SCR technique was introduced in 1957 and has since been used in stationary implementations, 
to clean the waste gases from e.g. chemical plants and power plants [27]. Research and 
development for implementation in heavy duty vehicles have been going on for about 20 years 
[21, 28, 29] and the first applications have been on the market for several years. The NH3-SCR 
system has shown excellent catalytic performance [29], but has some major drawbacks as the 
most common reductant is urea dissolved in water, which thereby may freeze. The most 
significant drawback however, is that the technique requires a separate tank for the reductant 
and also a completely new infrastructure for urea. Ammonia is very toxic and harmful for the 
environment, which makes a clean-up catalyst a necessity to avoid ammonia slip. In HC-SCR 
the use of hydrocarbons, i.e. fuel, as reducing agent eliminates these problems. There are 
however other issues to be addressed, concerning this technique. 
2.2 The HC-SCR reaction  
In the ideal HC-SCR reaction NOx is reduced to gaseous nitrogen in the presence of 
hydrocarbons and oxygen, simultaneously forming only carbon dioxide and water, as the 
engine is operating under lean conditions. However, direct combustion of the hydrocarbon 
reductant will also occur to some extent, depending on the reaction conditions and also on the 
type of catalyst. 
 
        (1) 
        (2) 
 
Competing reactions during HC-SCR: (1) the ideal HC-SCR reaction and (2) direct combustion of the reductant. 
Both reactions are unbalanced. 
The concept of HC-SCR was first introduced in 1990 by Iwamoto et al. [30] and Held et al. 
[31], independently showing enhanced lean NOx reduction over Cu-ZSM5 zeolites in the 
presence of hydrocarbons. Platinum group metal (PGM) based catalysts were shortly after 
shown to be useful as HC-SCR catalysts by Hamada et al. [32] and Obuchi et al. [33], using 
hydrocarbons present in the exhausts, e.g. propene and propane. The PGM catalysts are 
effective at low temperatures (below 300 °C), however they have been shown to be selective 
towards N2O [34] (and references herein). Since the publications of these findings, several 
reports have been published on this matter, see e.g. reviews by Burch and coworkers [17, 26, 
34] or Liu and Woo [20]. 
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2.3 The silver-alumina catalyst  
In 1993, Miyadera presented the silver-alumina catalyst for HC-SCR, showing exceptional 
activity for reduction of NO under lean conditions in presence of water vapor [35]. As a by-
product from combustion of the fuel, water is present in high concentrations in exhausts from 
combustion engines, and e.g. the Cu-zeolite catalysts presented by Iwamoto et al. [30] and 
Held et al. [31] were shown to have low hydrothermal stability [29]. The findings by Miyadera 
[35] made the silver-alumina catalyst an interesting candidate for automotive applications and 
many studies have been presented in the last 15 years, e.g. structural investigations of the 
silver-alumina catalyst [36-57] and mechanistic studies of the SCR reaction over silver-alumina 
[54, 58-91], together with studies on the stability towards sulfur oxides present in the exhausts 
[5, 80, 88, 92-101]. Also silver-alumina catalysts doped with various noble metals have been 
presented [100-109]. Later studies have shown that the presence of water in the exhaust 
actually can be beneficial for the SCR reaction over silver-alumina, using long hydrocarbons as 
reductant [90]. 
2.3.1 Influence of the reducing agent 
The choice of the hydrocarbon used as the reducing agent for the SCR reaction has a 
significant impact on the NOx reduction of the catalyst. Long hydrocarbons, i.e. hydrocarbons 
with a chain length of ca 6-12 carbon atoms, have been shown to shift the activity window of 
the NOx reduction towards lower temperatures, compared to shorter hydrocarbons, e.g. [90]. 
Partially oxidized hydrocarbons have also been shown to achieve the same result [35, 110]. 
However, even if the NOx reduction is shifted towards lower temperature, high NOx reduction 
is not reached below ca 300°C for non-oxygenated hydrocarbons, which are used as model for 
diesel fuel. This is a problem, since diesel exhausts are often cooler than 300°C, due to the 
excess amount of air present during the combustion. On the other hand, the selectivity towards 
N2 is high for low-loaded silver-alumina catalysts using non-oxygenated hydrocarbons as 
reducing agents [34, 78], while a high loading of silver [34, 78] or the use of ethanol as reducing 
agent [110] has been reported to show higher formation of the undesired by-product N2O. 
2.3.2 The hydrogen effect 
In the year 2000, Satokawa [25] reported a remarkable effect on the propane-SCR reaction 
over silver-alumina by the addition of trace amounts of hydrogen to the feed. The addition of 
small amounts of hydrogen remarkably increases the low temperature activity for the 
reduction of NOx with hydrocarbons under lean conditions. The results presented by Satokawa 
have been confirmed (e.g. in refs. [111-113]) and also reported to apply for other hydrocarbons 
as e.g. octane [42, 111]. This effect is shown in Figure 1 for various hydrocarbons as reducing 
agents. 
The increase in low temperature activity is directly dependent on the addition of hydrogen, 
showing a sharp increase in activity at the time of addition, followed by an equally sharp 
decrease at the time of removal of the hydrogen. The effect is also repeatable, regaining high 
activity if the hydrogen is introduced again. However, the hydrogen does not act as a 
reductant, but rather promotes the SCR reaction [112, 114]. The mechanism behind this 
promotional effect is however not completely understood, even though many proposals have 
been put forward about the role of hydrogen [26, 62, 64, 67, 83, 111, 113, 115-118]: removing 
reaction inhibitors on the catalyst surface [62, 64, 83, 111, 116-118], promoting the partial 
oxidation of the reductant [67, 115, 116], but also promoting the formation of gas phase species 
important for the SCR reaction [67]. Furthermore, hydrogen has been proposed to affect the  
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Figure 1: Effect of addition of 1000 ppm hydrogen to the feed for various hydrocarbons over a 2 wt.% silver-
alumina catalyst. Dashed lines: without hydrogen addition. Filled lines: with hydrogen addition. Gas feed: 500 ppm 
NO, 0 or 1000 ppm H2, 6 vol.% O2, 10 vol.% CO2, 350 ppm CO, 12 vol.% H2O, He bal. C/N=6. Total flow: 500 
ml/min. GHSV = 60 000 h-1. See Paper V for further details. 
chemical state of silver [26, 64, 83, 113, 117]. In this thesis, attempts have been made to 
elucidate some of these proposals (Paper III-V) 
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3 Experimental section 
3.1 Catalyst preparation 
Silver-alumina catalysts are commonly prepared by impregnation of an alumina support with 
silver. The method makes it easy to control the amount of active material loaded onto the 
support, however the dispersion of silver is more difficult to control, especially at higher 
loadings (see e.g. Paper I). Another way of preparation is by a sol-gel method, where initially 
an aluminum hydroxide sol is prepared and mixed with a solution of the silver precursor. 
Although the amount of active material in the final sample may be somewhat more difficult to 
control, a higher silver dispersion is often achieved (see details below). The catalysts used in 
this work were prepared according to three different routes, presented in detail in Paper I. 
Figure 1 describes these preparation methods. 
3.1.1 Impregnation  
This preparation method is very common for a wide range of supported catalysts. A 
precursor of the catalytic material, e.g. AgNO3, is dissolved in a solvent and the support, 
commonly a metal oxide, is immersed in the solution, with or without addition of complex 
forming agents to facilitate charge attractive forces between the silver complex and the 
alumina surface. If the conditions (i.e. pH, temperature etc.) are appropriate, the precursor will 
adsorb onto the support when the solvent is removed. The precursor is then transformed to the 
catalytic material, possibly reacting with the support, during calcination, i.e. heating in air. The 
optimum loading of silver for impregnated silver-alumina catalysts is reported to be around 2 
wt% [46, 54, 78, 119] . 
 
 
Figure 2: Preparation routes of the silver-alumina catalysts. 
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3.1.2 Sol-gel 
A sol is a liquid suspension of solid particles, where the particles are prevented from 
sedimentation by the Brownian motion of the water molecules. The very small, solid particles 
in the sol may be impregnated by a solution of a precursor of the active material. Ideally, this 
should lead to a higher dispersion of the catalytic material throughout the support matrix. A 
gel may be formed if a three-dimensional network is established between the particles in the 
sol. The gel structure keeps the impregnated particles apart while the remaining solvent is 
removed during drying. Calcination of the dried gel ensures highly distributed catalytic 
material throughout the support matrix, in contrast to impregnation where the catalytic 
material is concentrated to the surface of the support material. This is shown in Figure 2, 
below. In this work an aluminum oxide hydroxide (boehmite) sol was formed by hydrolysis of 
aluminum isopropoxide (AIP) in water, using silver nitrate as silver precursor. 
3.1.3 Freeze-drying 
The aluminum hydroxide gel has a very porous structure, resulting in a high surface area. 
This means that the dispersion of the active material in the gel structure is high, which 
facilitates a high number of active sites. The porous gel structure may nevertheless collapse 
during the drying process, resulting in a considerably lower surface area. Freeze-drying of the 
gel preserves the pore structure of the sample to a higher degree than thermal drying. This is 
because the high compressing forces over pores with small diameter during evaporation of the 
water in the gel are avoided by the sublimation of ice [120]. Further, and more importantly, the 
freeze-drying procedure also prevents agglomeration of silver, as weakly bound silver ions or 
complexes are fixated by the ice, likely minimizing the formation of metallic silver in the 
samples prepared by the freeze-dried sol-gel method [121]. 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Schematic overview of the distribution of catalytic material in the support of a sample prepared by a) 
impregnation and b) sol-gel. 
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3.2 Flow reactor experiments 
3.2.1 Monolith reactor 
The flow reactor system used for evaluation of the catalytic performance of the samples in 
Paper I and III has been described in detail previously [122, 123]. In Figure 3, a schematic 
overview of the system is shown. The reactor consisted of a horizontal quartz tube heated by a 
heating coil, where the temperature was measured by two thermocouples (type K), 15 mm 
before the sample and inside the monolith sample (just before the rear end), respectively. The 
inlet gas composition was controlled by an Environics 2000 gas mixer. The reactor outlet gas 
composition was analyzed with respect to total NOx, NO and NO2 by an MKS 2000 FTIR 
instrument and a 700 EL ht chemiluminescense NOx detector (Eco Physics). The N2O content 
was analyzed by the MKS 2000 FTIR instrument and the CO2 content was measured by an 
UNOR 610 non-dispersive IR CO2 analyzer (Maihak). n-Octane was introduced to the reactor 
via an external CEM-system (controlled evaporator mixer; Bronkhorst), where the octane and 
carrier gas flows were controlled by mass flow controllers and then mixed at constant 
temperature (25°C). Further details are found in Paper I and III. 
3.2.2 Powder reactor 
In Paper II and V, a powder reactor setup, presented in detail in ref. [124] (Figure 5), was 
used for the evaluation of the catalytic performance. The crushed and sieved (0.4 g, 250–500 
µm) catalyst samples were mounted in a fixed bed quartz micro-reactor, which was inserted in 
an oven equipped with a temperature controller. All the gases were of high purity (AGA) and 
were introduced into the reactor by means of mass flow controllers (Brooks 5850). Liquid 
hydrocarbons were added via a syringe pump (CMA 102/Microdialysis). The effluent gas was 
analyzed by a chemiluminescence NOx analyzer (API model 200AH) and a gas chromatograph 
(HP 6890 series) equipped with a GS Q column, a GS Molesieve column (J&W Scientific), and 
FI as well as TC detectors. High purity calibration gases (AGA) were used for calibration of 
the NOx analyzer and the gas chromatograph. Further details are presented in Paper II and V. 
 
 
Figure 4: Schematic overview of the monolith flow reactor system used in Paper I and III for performing transient 
and steady-state experiments. 
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Figure 5: Schematic overview of the powder reactor system used in Paper II and V [124]. 
 
3.3 Catalyst characterization  
The importance of a thorough characterization of the catalytic sample cannot be stressed 
enough. To be able to understand the principles behind a catalytic reaction, it is crucial to 
know the chemical and physical properties of the catalyst. The methods containing the most 
valuable information are the in-situ or operando techniques, where the measurements are 
performed in or close to operating conditions. However, such methods may be very difficult to 
use. Fortunately, ex-situ methods can also provide very useful information about the 
physiochemical properties of the catalyst. 
In the following chapters the methods used for characterization of the different silver-
alumina samples are described. Please refer to Paper I-V for thorough details on the methods 
used in each study. 
3.3.1 Nitrogen physisorption  
To determine the specific surface area and the pore-size distribution (PSD) of porous 
materials, such as the catalysts prepared in this thesis project, a common method is to use 
nitrogen physisorption [125, 126]. A sample tube, containing the degassed sample of known 
weight, is immersed into liquid nitrogen (77 K) and exposed to gaseous nitrogen at increasing 
relative pressures p/p0 from 0 to 1. The gas molecules weakly adsorb on the sample surface, in 
increasing amount for every pressure step, which may be calculated by the ideal gas law. At a 
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certain partial pressure, capillary condensation is initiated, shown as a sharp increase in the 
adsorption isotherm. Increasing the partial pressure allows more nitrogen molecules to adsorb, 
until bulk condensation is reached. For determination of the specific surface area, the low 
pressure region of the adsorption isotherm (i.e. increasing p/p0), typically p/p0=0.05-0.2, is used, 
and the BET method [127] is commonly applied. The PSD of the studied material can be 
calculated from the adsorption branch or the desorption branch (i.e. increasing and decreasing 
of the p/p0 ratio, respectively) of the isotherm, usually by the BJH-method [128] which is a 
combination of the Kelvin equation (Eq. 3) and the Halsey empirical equation (Eq. 4).  
3.3.2 X-ray diffraction  
X-ray diffraction is in this thesis used for characterization of crystalline phases of the 
samples. It could also be used for calculating mean particle size or, together with TEM 
characterization, to indicate particle size differences [129]. This can be achieved since very 
small crystalline particles or amorphous phases broadens the diffraction peaks or show no 
diffraction patterns at all. In an X-ray diffractometer an anode, usually consisting of metallic 
copper, is bombarded with electrons. By this, some of the copper atoms in the anode become 
excited. When the excited electrons return to the ground state, energy is released as X-ray 
photons. These X-ray photons are focused in a beam onto the sample to be characterized. 
When the photons hit the sample they will scatter and this scattering is dependent on the 
electron clouds surrounding the atoms or molecules of the sample. In certain directions the 
scattered X-ray waves will interfere and be in phase, the directions determined by the 
wavelength of the X-ray and the sample crystallinity. Different crystal structures have 
individual angles of the crystal planes. By changing the incident angle of the X-rays, a 
diffraction pattern can be achieved, which is unique for the analyzed material. As the crystal 
structure of the material is analyzed, the obtained diffraction pattern contains information 
about the bulk of the material. 
3.3.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used for determination of the elemental 
composition of the surface of a material and, most important for this thesis, the chemical state 
of the elements on the sample surface [130]. Monochromatic X-ray radiation is used to ionize 
the elements of the surface of the sample, releasing photoelectrons. The emitted electrons 
from these elements are analyzed with respect to number and energy. This method is very 
surface sensitive, as only electrons from surface elements in the first few atomic layers reach 
the electron detector. Electrons from deeper atomic layers are reabsorbed by the outer layers 
of the material. As an electron is emitted from the surface, its kinetic energy may be measured 
and the binding energy (BE) can be calculated. The binding energy is specific for each 
element, but is also shifted due to the chemical state of the element. As the photoelectrons are 
easily absorbed by surrounding gas, measurements are performed at ultra-high vacuum (UHV) 
conditions, to allow as many photoelectrons as possible to reach the electron detector. 
3.3.4 Electron microscopy  
Electron microscopy is used for imaging of very small structures, e.g. for determination of the 
size and shape of supported particles (Paper I and Paper II). This is thanks to the electrons 
having characteristic wavelengths of less than 1 Å, making it possible to achieve atomic level 
resolution for modern instruments [131, 132]. 
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A general electron microscope is composed of an electron gun and several sets of lenses; 
condenser lenses to focus the electron beam and objective lenses to magnify the image 
generated by the scattered electrons. The resolution of a transmission electron microscope 
(TEM) is in general equal to or less than 0.5 nm, ensuring images at large magnifications with 
high quality [132, 133]. 
The electron beam consists of electrons, accelerated in high vacuum at voltages between 100–
400 kV and let through the sample specimen, which should be 100–200 nm thick. Due to the 
very narrow focus depth, the specimen should also be free from contaminants and have a 
smooth and flat surface. Diffraction data is achievable, as the electrons transmit the sample. By 
obtaining the electron image from the central point, a bright field image is obtained. An image 
obtained from one of the diffracted spots gives instead a dark field image. Both imaging 
techniques have been used in this thesis. 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM) was used in Paper II and V. The SEM microscope is constructed in much the same 
way as the TEM, however the image is obtained by rastering a narrow, convergent electron 
beam and detecting the secondary and backscattered electrons (electrons that “bounces” on 
the sample), instead of irradiating the sample with parallel beams. This gives a topographic 
image of the sample, as areas of the sample facing towards the beam will become brighter and 
areas facing away will appear darker [133, 134]. X-rays emitted from the sample may also be 
collected and analyzed by energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX), giving information of the 
elemental composition of the sample[133]. 
STEM combines the SEM and TEM techniques, scanning the sample with a converged beam 
and detecting the transmitted electrons [133, 134]. By detecting the transmitted electrons, the 
diffraction of these electrons may be analyzed. Using a high angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) detector to analyze highly diffracted electrons, the contrast between heavier and 
lighter elements is increased [132]. This is because heavier elements diffract the electrons to a 
larger extent than lighter elements. In combination, STEM/HAADF enables very high 
resolution at an Ångström level [132]. 
Because the data obtained by TEM and STEM is generated from a very small area, the 
quality and representativeness of the specimen is crucial. Therefore, the preparation of the 
sample is a very important step to achieve the desired level of quality. Since dealing with solid 
material, a small amount is thoroughly crushed in a mortar and dispersed in ethanol. A drop of 
this dispersion is then placed on the sample holder, a carbon sputtered TEM copper grid. For 
the SEM/EDX analysis, sample powders of a much larger volume than for the TEM and 
STEM analyses were placed directly on a solid sample holder, as no transmitted electrons were 
detected by this technique. 
3.3.5 O2-chemisorption 
Chemisorption of different gases is a common way of determining the area of the active 
metal in a supported catalyst. A classic example is the chemisorption of CO onto platinum. 
The procedure is very similar to the physisorption used for determining the total surface area 
of the catalyst. However, in the case of chemisorption, the probe gas interacts more strongly 
with the material and should thus adsorb selectively onto the desired material. In most cases, 
the desired material is the active metal of the catalyst. As the amount of adsorbed gas and the 
 area of the adsorbed molecule is known, it is possible to calculate the accessible metal surface 
area in the same way as for the nitrogen physisorption (chapter
of the metal on the support is known, the 
may also be determined. 
For the silver-alumina system
due to the differences in the chemical state of the highly dispersed silver in the catalyst samples 
(see e.g. Paper I and II), which effect
gas. Another problem is the tendency for the probe gases to adsorb on the
well as on the silver. O2-chemisorption has been put forward as an alternative
for metallic silver, but the method is still under development.
these issues is presented in Paper II.
3.3.6 Diffuse reflectance infra
Fourier transformed infra-red (FTIR) techniques uses the abilit
photons. When a photon is absorbed by a molecule, the molecule gains energy (becomes 
exited) causing it to vibrate. The energy difference between the vibrational states is
on the type of bond and the masses of the atoms i
is characteristic for the different bonds in the molecule
radiation it is possible to obtain a spectrum over the unabsorbed IR photons as a function of 
photon energy, usually given as wave number or frequency. This IR spectrum contains 
information of the vibrational structure of the sample 
where the dipole moment is changed due to the change in vibrations 
technique, which means that molecules containing polar bonds are readily detected, while 
molecules lacking a dipole moment are not visible.
In diffuse reflectance infra-red Fourier transformed spectroscopy (DRIFTS) 
irradiated by infra-red light and the diffusively reflected 
mirrors (Figure 6). It is then possible to qua
species adsorbed on the surface of the 
combination with the ability of flowing gases over the samples and controlling the temperature, 
replicating the reaction conditions (
investigations of surface reactions occurring in heterogeneous catalysis. 
Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the DRIFT cell.
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4 Modeling of reaction kinetics 
Transient flow reactor experiments were performed to form a base for a kinetic model for 
the hydrogen promoted HC-SCR reaction over silver-alumina (Paper III). The experiments 
were performed in the reactor system described in chapter 2.2 above, with a catalytic monolith 
sample prepared by the thermally dried sol-gel technique (SG5), which is characterized in 
detail in Paper I. The inlet gas conditions are presented in Table 1 in Paper III. 
4.1 Reactor model 
The model of the monolithic catalyst may be characterized as follows: the parallel channels in 
the monolith were assumed identical and axially modeled as a series of 15 continuously stirred 
tank reactors. Mass and heat transfer from the gas to the washcoat surface were modeled by a 
film model, where the mass and heat transfer coefficients were estimated from a 
Sherwood/Nusselt number correlation and the mass transport resistance in the washcoat was 
neglected. The low concentrations of the reactant species allowed the assumption of constant 
total mole flow, with respect to reactions between the reactant species. However, the influence 
of temperature variation on the total gas concentration due to volumetric flow changes was 
accounted for. Radial temperature gradients within and between the monolith and the 
washcoat were neglected. However, heat transport resistance between the monolith and the 
surrounding quartz tube was included. The quartz tube itself was assumed to have constant 
temperature and heat losses to the surroundings were neglected. Physical properties, e.g. heat 
capacity, thermal conductivity and diffusivity, were assumed constant and estimated for an 
average gas composition at 300°C. 
As the experimental space velocity was high (30 000 h-1), it was found that mass and heat 
accumulation in the bulk gas could be neglected. Mass and heat balances were numerically 
calculated for the bulk gas, within the catalyst washcoat and in between the washcoat surface 
and the bulk gas. A heat balance for the quartz tube was also included. Further details 
regarding the reactor model are presented in Paper III. 
4.2 Kinetic model  
For the complete kinetic model a mean field model was used, consisting of 23 reactions. 
These reactions involved 7 gas phase species and 8 surface species on two types of catalytic 
sites, one for the hydrogen assisted HC-SCR reaction (*) and one for oxidation reactions (#). 
The surface species A, adsorbed on an SCR site (*), is marked A*, or A# if it is adsorbed on an 
oxidation site (#). The reaction steps are presented in Table 1-Table 4. 
Surface reactions and adsorption/desorption processes were accounted for, treating surface 
reactions involving NOx adspecies as elementary reactions, while most other reactions are 
treated as overall reactions. The pre-exponential factors for adsorption were calculated from 
kinetic gas theory at the average temperature of 300°C, and the corresponding factors for 
desorption were set to 1013 s-1 [136]. The activation energy for adsorption of gaseous species 
was set to zero and the desorption activation energies for NO and O2 were set to estimated 
values from the literature to reduce the number of parameters.  
In the surface reactions involving NOx species on the SCR sites (*), adsorbed NO is oxidized 
both to surface nitrite (NO2*) and nitrate (NO3*) species, where NO3* accumulates in the 
absence of hydrogen resulting in complete coverage of the SCR sites (*), thus preventing NOx 
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reduction. Gas phase hydrogen reacts with the NO3* surface species, which are reduced to 
NO2* surface species. This reaction with gas phase hydrogen, instead of adsorbed hydrogen, 
was included to clear the SCR sites (*) from nitrates (NO3*), thereby gaining instantaneous 
NOx reduction at the introduction of hydrogen, as observed in the experiments. The n-octane 
hydrocarbon reacts with surface oxygen to form CH2* surface species, representing various 
partially oxidized species proposed as reaction intermediates. The CH2* species subsequently 
reduce NO2* species to N2. Direct NOx reduction by hydrogen was not included in the model 
as it has been shown in the literature that hydrogen does not act as a reducing agent alone, but 
as a strong promoter of the HC-SCR reaction. Nitrous oxide was neglected as the N2O 
formation during the experiments always was low. 
Adsorption/desorption and oxidation reactions, such as e.g. oxidation of n-octane by oxygen 
or NO2 and direct oxidation of hydrogen, occur on the oxidation sites (#). The need for a 
second site was obvious as e.g. the oxidation of n-octane was observed during experiments in 
the absence of hydrogen, where the SCR sites (*) were completely covered by nitrates. 
Further details concerning the kinetic model are presented in Paper III. 
 
Table 1: Reactions and rate expressions for adsorption/desorption on HC-SCR sites (*) 
 Reaction Rate Expression 
1 NO + * → NO* 
**11 θ= NOPkr  
2 NO* → NO + * 
*22 NOkr θ=  
3 O2 + 2* → 2O* 2
*233 θ= OPkr  
4 2O* → O2 + 2* 2
*44 Okr θ=  
5 NO2 + * → NO2* 
*255 θ= NOPkr  
6 NO2* → NO2 + * 
*266 NOkr θ=  
7 CO + * → CO* 
*77 θ= COPkr  
8 CO* → CO + * 
*88 COkr θ=  
 
Table 2: Reactions and rate expressions for NOx adspecies on HC-SCR sites (*) 
 Reaction Rate Expression 
9 NO* + O* → NO2* + * 
**99 ONOkr θθ=  
10 NO2* + * → NO* + O* 
**21010 θθ= NOkr  
11 NO2* + O* → NO3* + * 
**21111 ONOkr θθ=  
12 H2 + NO3* → H2O + NO2* 2*31212 HNO Pkr θ=  
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Table 3: Reactions and rate expressions for surface reactions on HC-SCR sites (*) 
 Reaction Rate Expression 
13 C8H18 + O* + 7* → 8CH2* + H2O 
*
2
*1313 θθ= OoctPkr  
14 CH2* + 2NO2* → N2 + CO* + 2O* + H2O  
*2*21414 NOCHkr θθ=  
15 CH2* + 2O* → CO* + 2* + H2O 
**21515 OCHkr θθ=  
16 CO* + O* → CO2 + 2* 
**1616 OCOkr θθ=  
 
Table 4: Reactions and rate expressions for adsorption/desorption and oxidation reactions on HC oxidation sites (#) 
 Reaction Rate Expression 
17 O2 + 2# ↔ 2O# 2#21717 θ= OPkr  
18 2O# → O2 + 2# 2 #1818 Okr θ=  
19 NO2 + # → NO2# #21919 θ= NOPkr  
20 NO2# → NO2 + # #22020 NOkr θ=  
21 C8H18 + 25 O# → 8CO2 + 25# + 9H2O #2121 OoctPkr θ=  
22 C8H18 + 25NO2# → 8CO2 + 25NO + 9H2O + 25# #22222 NOoctPkr θ=  
23 H2 + O# → H2O + # 2#2323 HO Pkr θ=  
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5 Results and discussion 
5.1 Properties of the silver-alumina catalyst 
The samples used in this work were thoroughly characterized by the methods presented in 
chapter 3. Explicit details of these analyses are presented in Paper I and Paper II. The nitrogen 
sorption measurements showed that the specific surface area of the samples varied between 
142 - 213 m2/g. However, the specific surface area generally decreased with increased silver 
loading, which is expected as high silver loading results in formation of a higher number of 
larger silver particles. This reduces the specific surface area as these silver particles are solid, in 
contrast to the highly porous alumina support. The silver particles may also block pores in the 
alumina matrix, which further reduces the specific surface area. This is shown in the results, as 
the extreme values presented above are the specific surface areas of a sample with 14 wt.% 
nominal silver loading (142 m2/g, Paper II) and a sample nominally containing 2 wt.% silver 
(213 m2/g, Paper I). The surface acidity is another important property of the catalyst for the 
HC-SCR reaction. Therefore, the surface OH-groups (Brønstedt acid sites) were characterized 
by in-situ DRIFT spectroscopy (Paper I). The stretching vibrations from surface hydroxyl 
groups are shown in the range of 3800-3650 cm-1 [137] and are dependent on the coordination 
to tetrahedral and/or octahedral alumina [137], which in turn affects the acidity. Our 
measurements showed no significant differences between the samples, neither in intensity 
(amount) nor position (strength) of the absorption bands for the OH stretching vibrations. 
These results indicate that the surface acidity does not offer an explanation for the differences 
in catalytic activity observed in this work. 
In paper II, a thorough analysis of the silver content in the samples was performed by both 
SEM/EDX and ICP-SFMS. The results are presented in Table 5. As can be seen, the results 
differ between the methods, SEM/EDX showing slightly higher silver content for all samples, 
while the ICP/SFMS mainly shows lower silver content. The high silver content obtained by 
the SEM/EDX analysis is due to the relatively small area covered by the measurements, thus 
measuring the local silver loading. The ICP/SFMS analysis however, measures the global silver 
loading in a fraction of the sample. 
5.1.1 Influence of preparation method 
In Paper I, the influence of the preparation method on the characteristics of the silver-
alumina catalyst was investigated. The X-ray diffraction patterns, shown in Figure 7, are 
obtained from samples with 5 wt.% nominal silver loading prepared according to the three 
different routes presented in Paper I. The impregnated sample (IM5) clearly shows diffraction 
peaks assigned to metallic silver (Ag0) at 2θ ≈ 39, 44, 64 and 77° (marked with circles). Further, 
the presence of crystalline silver-aluminate (AgAlO2) is indicated by the double peak at 2θ ≈ 
32-34° (square). However, none of these peaks are present for the sol-gel samples (SG5 and  
Table 5: Silver loading (wt.%) according to SEM-EDXS and ICP-MS analysis, for the samples prepared in Paper II 
 Silver loading (wt.%) 
Analysis method Impregnated samples Freeze-dried sol-gel samples 
Nominal silver loading (wt.%) 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 14.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 14.0 
SEM-EDXS 3.4 5.4 6.3 9.4 16.7 3.4 4.6 7.7 9.5 16.1 
ICP-SFMS 1.8 3.8 4.8 8.0 10.1 2.0 3.4 5.6 7.0 12.3 
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Figure 7: X-ray diffraction patterns for the impregnated (IM5), thermally dried sol-gel (SG5) and freeze-dried sol-
gel (F5) samples, with 5 wt% nominal silver content. Peak assignments from She et al. [52] and the ICDD PDF-4+ 
database [138]. Triangles: Ag0; circles: Al2O3; squares: AgAlO2. 
F5) and the peaks attributed to alumina (Al2O3, 2θ ≈ 39.5, 45.5, 60 and 67°) are broad and 
diffuse for these samples. These observations support the presence of very small particles 
and/or an amorphous structure, both for the alumina and any silver containing species present 
in the samples. Comparing the broadening of the diffraction peaks, it can be concluded that the 
particle size in the sol-gel samples is several times smaller compared to the impregnated 
sample. 
In Figure 8 the deconvoluted XPS spectra of the Ag 3d5/2 peak for the three different samples 
are presented. All samples show a shift in binding energy for the maximum of the 3d5/2 peak 
towards lower BE compared to metallic silver. For silver, contrary to most other elements, this 
shift towards lower BE indeed indicates a higher state of oxidation of the silver species on the 
sample surfaces [139-142]. However, after pre-reduction in 4 vol.% H2 at 400 °C, the IM5 and 
SG5 samples show a clear shift of this peak to even lower BE. The deconvolution of the peak 
shows a higher proportion of AgO (shown as Ag2+ in Figure 8) for both samples after pre-
reduction. This may be explained by the findings of Guo et al. [143], who showed that the 
position of the Ag 3d5/2 peak for very small silver clusters supported on alumina shifts towards 
higher BE when exposed to oxygen. The effect is pronounced upon heating to 427 °C, which is 
similar to the temperature of the pre-treatment procedure used in Paper I. The shift towards 
lower BE after reduction is thus an indication of the presence of small silver clusters on the 
surface of the IM5 and SG5 samples. The F5 sample, however, is considerably more stable and 
does not show a similar shift in BE. The deconvolution of the Ag 3d5/2 peak of the F5 sample 
shows a slightly higher fraction of Ag2+ for the pre-reduced sample than for the pre-oxidized 
sample. However, the number of clusters on the surface of this sample may be considered to be 
considerably lower than for the other samples, as no significant shift in BE can be observed. 
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Figure 8: XPS spectra for the IM5, SG5 and F5 samples. The samples were pre-treated in 5% O2 (ox) or 4% H2 
(red) at 400°C for 10 minutes and subsequently cooled in gas flow below 100°C. Gas flow: 300 ml/min, Ar bal. 
Experimental values are shown by dots; the fitted Gaussian peak is shown by a line. Deconvolution peaks: Ag2+ 
(AgO, dotted line), Ag+ (Ag2O, dash-dotted line) and Ag
0 (dashed line). 
Complementary TEM micrographs of the same samples are shown in Figure 9. Compared to 
the sol-gel samples, the silver is clearly less dispersed in the impregnated sample, showing 
silver particles of around 20 nm in diameter. The particles in the sol-gel samples are commonly 
smaller, below 10 nm. Any significant differences in silver particle size between the sol-gel 
samples are difficult to observe. Nevertheless, the SG5 sample shows a higher number of 
particles than the F5 sample.  
In summary, the results from the XRD, XPS and TEM analyses in Paper I suggest that the 
samples prepared by the sol-gel methods show a higher silver dispersion than the sample 
prepared by impregnation. Further, the XPS results suggest an even higher dispersion of silver 
in the freeze-dried sol-gel sample (F5). 
5.1.2 Influence of silver loading 
In Paper II, TEM techniques and O2-chemisorption were used to determine the mean 
particle size (MPS) of samples with different silver loadings. Figure 10 shows bright field TEM 
and STEM/HAADF micrographs of samples prepared by the sol-gel method including freeze-
drying, used in Paper II, with 2 and 6 wt.% silver loading. The micrographs show that the silver 
is unevenly distributed, with a silver particle size ranging between 5-20 nm. Also, free silver 
particles, not supported by the alumina, are observed. The mean particle size of samples with 
different silver loading, ranging from 2 wt.% to 14 wt.%, was determined by bright field TEM 
analyses.  
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Figure 9: TEM micrographs of the IM5 (a), SG5 (b) and F5 (c) samples in Paper I. 
The MPS of samples prepared by the impregnation method in Paper I, with similar silver 
loadings, was also determined. The results are presented in Table 6, showing quite similar MPS 
for all samples, although a slight difference depending on the preparation technique is noted. 
For samples containing ≥8 wt.% silver the MPS is somewhat higher for the impregnated 
samples. Further, it is noted that the free, unsupported particles increase in number with 
increasing silver loading for the sol-gel method, while this kind of particles are much less 
common in the impregnated samples. This is likely due to the EDTA/Ag complexes used in 
the impregnation method, as the complexes and the alumina support have opposite charges, 
thus facilitating attractive adsorption or ion exchange during the preparation procedure. To 
verify the results these samples were analyzed with STEM/HAADF, since the silver particles 
may be difficult to distinguish from the porous alumina structure, using bright field TEM. The 
results from the STEM/HAADF analysis were in accordance with the bright field TEM results, 
as shown in Figure 10.  
As the TEM micrographs showed considerable local variations in silver particle size, O2-
chemisorption was applied to obtain not only the MPS, but also the global dispersion of silver, 
over a larger sample volume. As mentioned in chapter 3, the dispersion and particle size 
calculations are far from trivial, mainly because the Ag/O2 stoichiometry is not known. In the 
literature, stoichiometries of 0.5, 2.0 and 4.0 have been proposed [46, 144, 145]. Further, in ref. 
[146] it is proposed that at low silver coverage, surface oxide (Ag2O)s is formed, where the 
silver is in a monovalent oxidation state (Ag+). However, at higher silver coverage other oxides 
are assumed to be formed, corresponding to a Ag/O ratio of 1 (i.e. Ag/O2 = 0.5). These oxides  
Table 6: Mean silver particle size according to TEM imaging and O2-chemisorption (stoichiometry Ag/O2=1), global 
dispersion according to O2-chemisorption and fitted stoichiometry 
 Sample (wt.%) 
Mean particle size Impregnated Freeze-dried sol-gel 
 2 4 6 8 14 2 4 6 8 14 
TEM imaging (nm) 10.2 9.3 6.4 14.1 13.3 12.9 14.7 10.4 13.3 13.1 
O2-chemisorption (nm) 41.4 13.8 24.7 22.8 10.8 12.8 39.8 18.5 11.7 48.2 
Global dispersion (%) 2.7 8.5 4.2 5.2 10.8 6.6  3.0 6.4 10.1 2.4 
Fitted stoichiometry 4 1 4 1.5 0.75 1 2.5 2 1 4 
Fitted dispersion (%) 10.8 8.5 16.8 7.8 8.1 6.6 7.5 12.8 10.1 9.6 
 Figure 10: Bright field TEM (top) and STEM/HAADF (bottom) micrographs of the 2 wt.% (left) and 6 wt.% 
(right) freeze-dried sol-gel samples in Paper II. 
involve either atomic oxygen anions
[146]. It is therefore very likely that the 
state of the silver. This is also influenced by the reduction of various surface silver
samples. In Paper I it was shown by XPS that the freeze
the reduction with 4 % hydrogen at 400 °C, while the impregnated sample was at least partially 
reduced. This supports the presence of 
samples with low silver loading, as suggested 
dispersion may thus be underestimated.
formation of various types and/or amounts of silver phases, making the selection of reduction 
rate and temperature very difficult
Both the reduction and O2
experimental conditions for all samples
was applied as a preliminary assumption, since a previous study by Arve et al. 
that this value correlated best with resu
The results from the O2-chemisorption are given in 
the TEM analysis, the MPS clearly deviate, the O
MPS than the TEM imaging. Also between the preparation methods a difference in MPS can 
be observed, where the impregnated samples show a 
 
 (i.e. (Ag2O2)s), or molecular oxygen
Ag/O2 stoichiometry changes with varying oxidation 
-dried sol-gel sample w
strongly bound silver ions, which are hard to reduce, in 
by Hoost et al. [46]. As a consequence, the silver 
 Also, the different preparation methods 
. 
-chemisorption were performed consequently using the same 
, as described in Paper II. The stoichiometry Ag/O
lts obtained by high resolution TEM
Table 6. In comparison to the results from 
2-chemisorption showing significantly 
lower MPS, at least for the samples with 
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 phases in the 
as unaffected by 
may cause 
2=1 
[144] showed 
/HAADF analysis. 
higher 
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less than 8 wt.% silver loading. In Paper II, these differences are discussed more deeply. 
However, factors influencing the measurements may be the differences in specific surface area 
along with free and embedded silver particles. Due to the preparation method, the freeze-dried 
sol-gel samples very likely contain silver particles embedded in the alumina matrix, completely 
or partly. At the same time, it is observed in the TEM and STEM micrographs in Figure 10 
that the freeze-dried sol-gel samples contain a significant amount of free silver particles. The 
chemical state of silver most probably differs between the free particles and the embedded 
silver. The embedded silver is likely oxidized and may not even be accessible for reduction 
prior to the O2-chemisorption. The free silver particles on the other hand, are likely to be 
easily reduced, thereby in a metallic state during the chemisorption. This should have a 
significant impact on the Ag/O2 stoichiometry. 
A fitted stoichiometry was applied to calculate the stoichiometric factor corresponding to the 
mean particle size and dispersion values observed from TEM imaging (Table 6). As can be 
seen, the fitted Ag/O2 stoichiometry varies significantly between 0.75 and 4, also resulting in 
non-integer values. These results clearly support the proposals made by Hoost et al. [46], that 
silver species with different oxidation states are present in the silver-alumina samples. This is 
also supported by the results obtained from the XPS analysis in Paper I. 
5.2 Catalytic performance 
This chapter concerns the performance of the prepared silver-alumina catalysts, with respect 
to catalytic activity, but also to the selectivity. Finally, aspects of the HC-SCR reaction over 
silver-alumina, focusing on the effect of hydrogen, are discussed. 
Both the catalytic activity and selectivity are dependent on several factors, such as the type of 
reactor, space velocity, gas composition, temperature and of course type and number of active 
sites on the catalyst. As mentioned in chapter 3, two different reactor systems have been used 
to obtain kinetic data in this project. In Paper I and III a monolith reactor system was used, 
while the experiments in Paper II and V were performed using a powder reactor. The main 
difference between the monolith and powder reactor systems, given the same gas flow and 
catalyst volume, is the contact time between the feed gas and the catalyst surface, which both 
are considerably higher in the powder reactor than in the monolith reactor. This is due to the 
higher mass of catalyst for the same volume in the powder reactor. Also, the absence of 
defined channels increases the contact time in the powder bed. The increased contact time 
generally results in a higher activity in the powder reactor compared to the monolith reactor at 
similar space velocities. 
The space velocity is defined as the hourly gas volumetric flow divided by the catalyst 
volume. However, the space velocity for the experiments performed using the powder reactor 
are based only on the volume of the active powder bed, whereas for the experiments 
performed with the monolith reactor also the open channel volume and the volume of the 
monolith substrate are included to calculate the space velocity. As the density of the active 
material is very different in these both cases, it is difficult to directly compare the space 
velocities. Therefore, a direct comparison of the activity tests is not straight forward. 
Moreover, as described in chapter 3.2 and detailed in the different papers, the instrumentation 
differed slightly between the reactor setups. Therefore, in Paper I and III, NOx conversion was 
measured, while N2 formation (NO to N2 reduction) was measured in Paper II and V. 
However, regarding the mechanistic discussion the trends are similar regardless of quantity. 
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Therefore, the expression “NOx conversion” is in this thesis used to describe both NOx 
conversion per se, but also the NO to N2 reduction presented in Paper II and V. 
5.2.1 Silver loading and dispersion vs. nature of the hydrocarbon 
5.2.1.1 Paraffins and olefins 
In Paper I, propene and n-octane were used as reducing agent for the HC-SCR reaction 
under dry conditions (i.e. without water added to the gas feed). The immediate difference 
observed between the two reducing agents is that for n-octane the NOx-conversion is generally 
higher at lower temperatures, as shown in Figure 11. This behavior correlates with the heat of 
adsorption of the hydrocarbon: For straight hydrocarbons, the heat of adsorption increases 
with the chain length on acidic zeolites [147, 148]. Further, for alkenes the heat of adsorption is 
higher than for the corresponding alkane [148]. However, due to the relatively long carbon 
chain length, the heat of adsorption is significantly higher for n-octane compared to propene 
[147, 148]. As alumina contains a large amount of acid sites, it is reasonable to assume a similar 
adsorbing behavior of the reducing agents over the silver-alumina catalysts compared to acidic 
zeolites, as suggested by Shimizu et al. [90]. Increased heat of adsorption indirectly indicates a 
higher sticking probability, i.e. that n-octane likely adsorbs and sticks more easily to the 
catalyst surface than propene, since this is more energetically favorable for n-octane. Another 
factor to consider regarding the low temperature activity is the terminal C-H bond strength of 
the hydrocarbon. To activate the hydrocarbon for the HC-SCR reaction, it needs to be 
partially oxidized [149]. Burch et al. [150] and Arve et al. [124] have suggested that the SCR 
mechanism includes dissociative chemisorption of the hydrocarbon, with the breaking of the 
terminal C-H bond as the rate determining step [124, 150]. In general, the C-H bond strength is 
a function of the position of the carbon atom in the molecule. As an example, a H–CH2R bond 
(R is a general hydrocarbon chain) is generally stronger than a H–CH(R1)R2 bond (R1, R2 ≠ H) 
[151, 152]. This is clearly observed for propane in Table 7. Further, the ionization and 
deprotonation energies decrease with increasing length of the hydrocarbon chain [153]. This is 
due to the ability of the side groups to distribute the charge emerging from the breaking of the 
bond. In Table 7 and Table 8, a selection of terminal C-H bond strengths (Table 7) and 
ionization and deprotonation energies (Table 8) are presented. Following from the discussion 
above, n-octane is thus likely to adsorb on the catalyst surface at lower temperatures than 
propene. Hence, n-octane may be partially oxidized at lower temperatures compared to 
propene and subsequently react with adsorbed NOx species, reducing them to N2.  
 
Table 7: Bond energies of terminal C-H bonds for different hydrocarbons [151, 152] 
Hydrocarbon Bond Bond energy (kJ/mol) 
Propene H-CH2CHCH2 362 
Propane H-n-C3H7 423 
 H-i-C3H7 409 
Benzene H-C6H5 473 
Toluene H-CH2C6H5 376 
Cumene H-C(CH3)2 C6H5 353 
Cyclohexane H-cyclohexyl 400 
Methylcyclohexanea H-CH2C6H11 415 – 435
 
a Value approximately 40 – 60 kJ/mole (10 – 15 kcal/mole) higher than the 
corresponding bond for toluene due to less delocalization [151]. 
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Table 8: Ionization and deprotonation energies for different hydrocarbons [153] 
Hydrocarbon 
 
Formula 
 
Ionization energy 
(eV) 
Deprotonation energy 
∆Hº (kJ/mol) 
Ethane C2H6 11.5  1758 
Propane C3H8 10.9 1755 
n-Butane C4H10 10.5 1739 
n-Pentane C5H12 10.3 n/a 
n-Hexane C6H14 10.1 n/a 
n-Heptane C7H16 9.9 n/a 
Cyclohexane C6H12 9.9 1690 
n-Octane C8H18 9.8 n/a 
Propene C3H6 9.7 1636 
Methylcyclohexane C7H14 9.6 n/a 
Benzene C6H6 9.2 1681 
Toluene C7H8 8.8 1587 
Cumene C9H12 8.7 1585 
 
However, the maximum conversion with n-octane as reductant is generally lower compared 
to propene. Also, for some samples the activity reaches a plateau for a certain temperature 
interval, before increasing more sharply to the maximum NOx conversion (Figure 11). A 
possible explanation for this may again be the higher heat of adsorption of n-octane, compared 
to propene. Shimizu et al. [90] have shown that adsorbed carbonates and carboxylates are 
formed on the catalyst surface during n-octane-SCR in the absence of water in the feed. These 
partially oxidized carbonaceous species block the surface from adsorption of e.g. NOx species, 
inhibiting the NOx reduction. As the temperature increases, the carbonaceous species are 
removed by further oxidation and the SCR activity increases until the temperature becomes 
high enough to facilitate the complete oxidation of most of the hydrocarbons, which results in 
suppression of the NOx reduction. As the heat of adsorption is considerably lower for propene 
than for n-octane [147, 148], no plateau in activity is observed for this reducing agent since no 
carbonaceous species are blocking the catalyst surface [90]. A higher terminal C-H bond 
strength of propene would also offer an explanation to the generally higher maximum activity, 
as the reducing agent reacts with oxygen to a higher extent only at elevated temperatures. 
Comparing the NOx conversion for the samples prepared by sol-gel with freeze-drying, used 
in Paper I (F2, F5 and F8, black lines Figure 11), the general trend is similar for both reducing 
agents. Nevertheless, the results using propene as reducing agent stands out, as the maximum 
NOx conversion is almost the same for all freeze-dried sol-gel samples. The differences are 
found in the temperature for the maximum NOx conversion, decreasing with increased silver 
loading, and in the broadening of the NOx conversion temperature window with higher silver 
loading. In Paper I, this was taken as an indication of highly dispersed silver. In Figure 12 the 
XRD data for the samples prepared by sol-gel with freeze-drying, used in Paper II, are 
presented. The data show similar patterns for all samples, where only diffuse alumina peaks 
are observed even for the sample with a nominal silver loading of 14 wt.%. These samples are 
prepared by the same sol-gel method including freeze-drying as in Paper I, and may therefore 
be considered very similar to the corresponding samples presented in Paper I. These results, 
combined with the characterization results in Paper I, and also with the findings in Paper II, 
imply that silver is indeed highly dispersed in all of the freeze-dried sol-gel samples. From 
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Figure 11: Reduction of NOx with propene (a-c) or n-octane (d-f) as reducing agent for silver-alumina catalysts with 
nominal Ag content of 2 wt% (a, d), 5 wt% (b, e) and 8 wt% (c, f). The samples were prepared via the impregnation 
(IM), thermally dried sol-gel (SG) and sol-gel including freeze-drying (F) routes. Number index refers to the 
nominal silver content in the catalyst. Feed gas composition: 500 ppm NO, 500 ppm C3H6 (a-c) or 188 ppm C8H18 (d-
f), 5 % O2, Ar bal. C/N ratio=3, GHSV: 30 000 h
-1. 
Paper II, we know that the silver particle size is fairly constant, while the number of large (10-
20 nm) particles increases with higher silver loading. 
From the results for the 5 wt.% samples in Paper I, with n-octane as reducing agent (Figure 
11e), it is readily observed that the SG5 sample shows the highest activity of the three samples. 
The maximum NOx conversion is very similar to the corresponding experiment with propene 
as reducing agent, but at 50 °C lower temperature. Also the activity window is much broader, 
with considerably higher NOx conversion in the temperature interval of 300-400 °C compared 
to propene. This is in line with the previous discussion about adsorption and activation of the 
reducing agent. However, it also indicates that the somewhat larger particles and/or the more 
easily reduced silver species in this sample, compared to the F5 sample, promote the reduction 
of NOx. The impregnated sample (IM5) contains even larger silver particles, showing high 
combustion of the reducing agent at lower temperatures. In Paper I the importance of the ratio 
between silver clusters and other oxidized silver species was stressed. However, following from 
the findings in Paper II and V, these results also indicate the crucial balance between silver 
sites and alumina sites, required for efficient NOx conversion. This will be discussed further in 
a following chapter. 
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Figure 12: X-ray diffraction patterns for the 
Paper II. Peak assignments from She et al. 
Al2O3; squares: AgAlO2. 
5.2.1.2 Naphtenes and aromatic
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for NOx were performed in a powder reactor (see Paper II for details). Also, the direct 
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Figure 13: Structures of the reducing agents used in Paper II and V. Top: n-octane, cyclohexane and 
methylcyclohexane. Bottom: benzene, toluene and cumene. 
NOx conversion was clearly higher and proceeded in a significantly broader temperature range 
than for the 6 wt.% catalyst. When the structure of the reducing agent was changed from linear 
to cyclic and aromatic, the maximum NOx reduction decreased over both catalysts and the 
onset temperature was shifted towards higher temperature in the following order: 
methylcyclohexane < cumene < cyclohexane < toluene < benzene. A similar behavior has 
previously been shown by Arve et al. [154], comparing the effects of n-octane, 
methylcyclohexane and toluene as reducing agents in the HC-SCR reaction over a 2 wt.% 
silver-alumina catalyst prepared by wet impregnation. Much more importantly however, the 
experimental results presented in this thesis (Paper II) showed that the onset temperature over 
the catalysts was shifted towards lower temperature with increasing silver content, when the 
aromatic reducing agent contains an alkyl group. The results strongly indicate that the NOx 
conversion over the catalyst is a combination between the nature of the reductant and the 
silver loading on the surface. In addition, the results provide support for the suggestion 
presented by Arve et al. [155], that the NOx conversion is not only a function of the 
hydrocarbon concentration, but also of its chain length, spatial arrangement and presence of 
functional groups. The same concept was also suggested in Paper I, where the importance of 
the ratio between silver clusters and other oxidized silver species was stressed. 
The rate of heterogeneously catalyzed reactions depends on the rate constant and the 
coverage of reactants on the active sites, where the rate constant in turn is a function of the 
pre-exponential factor and the activation energy (	
 ⁄ ) [156]. Furthermore, the NO 
reduction over the catalysts studied in Paper II strongly depends on the nature of the reducing 
agent. Hence, it can be concluded that the activity is connected either to changes in the rate 
constant (i.e. the activation energy or the pre-exponential factor) or in the surface coverage of 
the reducing agent in relation to other adsorbed reactants, such as oxygen and NOx species. As 
mentioned previously, the terminal C-H bond strength, ionization and deprotonation energy 
differ between the different reducing agents (Table 7 and Table 8), which in turn affects the 
energy required to activate the hydrocarbon for further reaction as suggested in the literature 
[124, 150]. Furthermore, it is very likely that the structure of the reducing agent impacts the 
coverage of the hydrocarbon on the catalyst surface, as this affects the adsorption of the 
hydrocarbon. The size of the silver particles in the sample will also affect the adsorption of the 
hydrocarbon. However, over a certain particle size the amount of large silver particles is likely 
more important than the actual size. According to the TEM analysis (Figure 10 and Table 6), 
the amount of large silver particles increases with higher silver loading. Since the feed 
concentration of the hydrocarbon was kept constant over both catalysts, the differences in 
activity cannot be attributed only to the different terminal C-H bond energies, or different 
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Figure 14: NOx conversion vs. temperature over the 2 wt.% (closed markers) and 6 wt.% (open markers, dashed 
line) silver-alumina samples prepared by sol-gel with freeze-drying, using octane (●,○) or methylcyclohexane (■,□) 
or cyclohexane (♦,◊) or cumene (▲,∆)or toluene (▼, ) or benzene (◄,) as reducing agent. Gas feed: 500 ppm NO, 
6 vol.% O2, 10 vol.% CO2, 350 ppm CO, 12 vol.% H2O, He bal. C/N=6. Total flow: 500 ml/min. GHSV = 60 000 h
-1. 
coverage due to the concentration changes in the feed gas. Thus, a reasonable explanation is 
that the coverage of hydrocarbon species depends on the size of the metal nanoparticles as 
reported in [157-163]. The overall activity of the HC-SCR reaction over silver-alumina likely 
depends both on the terminal C-H bond energy in the hydrocarbon as well as on the coverage 
of the hydrocarbon, which is influenced by the nature of the hydrocarbon molecule and the 
size of the silver particles. Further, the reactions between activated hydrocarbon and NOx 
species also depend on the type of reducing agent, as different N-containing species, such as 
amines etc. are formed [154], likely acting as intermediates in the HC-SCR reaction [149]. This 
indicates that different hydrocarbons may follow different paths in the HC-SCR reaction. 
5.2.2 The influence of hydrogen addition and mechanistic aspects 
In Paper III-V the influence of hydrogen addition to the gas feed is discussed. Paper III and 
IV focus on the reduction of strongly bound surface nitrates by hydrogen, confirming the 
observations of other groups [111, 115, 116, 164-166], by kinetic modeling (Paper III) and 
DRIFT spectroscopy studies (Paper IV). 
Figure 15 shows the measured and calculated outlet concentrations of NO, NO2, CO and CO2, 
temperature and surface coverage, for two different transient (i.e. step-response) experiments 
with n-octane as reducing agent for the SCR reaction over silver-alumina. The experiments 
were performed at 250°C (transient series B) and 350°C (series C), as presented in Table 1 in 
Paper III. From the experimental results, the hydrogen effect is most apparent by comparing 
the first and second experiment in transient B (Figure 15, left). In the absence of hydrogen, no 
NOx reduction and only minor CO/CO2 formation can be observed. However, after 
introduction of hydrogen, the reduction of NOx is observed almost instantly as a sharp 
decrease in the outlet NOx concentration. Also the formation of CO/CO2 and the outlet 
temperature increase dramatically when hydrogen is introduced.  
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Figure 15: Transient series B (left) and C (right) (see Table 1 in Paper III) experimental and simulation results with 
varying feed concentrations of NO, O2 and H2. Constant feed conditions: 250°C (transient B), 350°C (transient C) 
and 150 ppm n-octane. 
The mechanism behind the hydrogen effect has been discussed extensively in the literature. 
Hydrogen clearly promotes the HC-SCR reaction [25, 112, 164] and has been proposed to be 
involved in e.g. the activation of oxygen [116], of the reductant [115], or in the removal of 
nitrates poisoning the catalyst surface (see e.g. [115, 116]). The hydrogen is also reported to 
have an effect on the structure and state of the silver during the HC-SCR reaction (see e.g. [55, 
112, 113]). As mentioned in chapter 4.2, the model used in Paper III uses the reduction of 
surface nitrates as a key feature. Comparing the experimental and simulated results in Figure 
15, the simulated transient responses for the changes in NOx concentration and CO/CO2 
formation upon addition of hydrogen, are in the same timescale as the experimental results. 
This is true also for the response of the increase in the outlet temperature. The predicted 
steady state levels from the model coincide well for the experiments at 350°C (transient series 
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C, Figure 15, right), however not as good for the transients performed at 250°C (transient 
series B, Figure 15, left). Generally, the model follows the changes due to variations in the feed 
well, taking into account large temperature increases due to hydrogen combustion observed in 
the experiments. Also, some secondary effects by the removal of nitrates by hydrogen coincide 
with the other proposed effects [115, 116], mentioned above.  
To further investigate the hypothesis with hydrogen breaking the self-poisoning of surface 
nitrates, DRIFT experiments were performed. In Paper IV, the evolution of surface NOx 
species was followed by DRIFT, after the removal of H2 from a feed gas with either NO or 
NO2, and O2 (Figure 16). Upon introduction of NO or NO2, O2 and H2 to the sample at 250 
and 350oC, peaks around 1610, 1580 and/or 1560, 1540 and 1300 cm-1 evolve. In addition a peak 
at 1350 cm-1 is formed when NO2 is used as NOx source. When H2 is removed from the feed, all 
peaks increase in intensity. Absorption bands in the spectral regions 1650-1500 and 1300-1170 
cm-1 are generally assigned to asymmetric stretching vibrations of nitrates on metal oxides (e.g. 
[85, 167]). Further, in a study not included in this thesis, first-principle calculations were used 
to assign surface NOx species resulting from NO2 adsorption on Ag/α-alumina [168]. A broad 
band in the range 1630-1590 cm-1 was assigned to weakly bound NO2, bands between 1600 and 
1460 cm-1 were attributed to surface nitrate species, while peaks in the range of 1440-1260 cm-1 
were ascribed to surface nitrite species [168]. Hence, most likely the spectral features obtained 
in Paper IV arise from surface nitrite- and nitrate species, and in the 1610 cm-1 range also from 
weakly bound NO2. However, as the peaks are broad and overlapping, further assignments of 
peaks are difficult [168].  
 
 
Figure 16: Evolution of NOx surface species after removal of 2000 ppm H2 from the feed, during exposure to 1000 
ppm NO (left) or NO2 (right) and 8% O2 (Ar bal.) at 350 °C (top) and 250 °C (bottom). 
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Figure 17: Reduction of NOx surface species after addition of 2000 ppm H2 to the feed, during exposure to 1000 
ppm NO and 8% O2 (Ar bal.) at 250 °C. 
Results from additional experiments, where H2 instead was added to the feed (Figure 17), are 
in accordance with the results in Paper IV. When H2 is added to the feed of NO and oxygen all 
peaks decrease in intensity, clearly showing reduction of the surface NOx species. In addition, 
water was formed during reaction with NO or NO2 and H2, in the presence of oxygen, which 
may be attributed to the reduction of surface nitrates to surface nitrites and water, albeit also 
to direct oxidation of hydrogen by oxygen. Nevertheless, these results strongly support the 
reduction of surface nitrates by hydrogen, which previously has been suggested to explain the 
promotional effect of hydrogen on the SCR of NOx over silver-alumina [111, 115, 116, 164-
166]. Hydrogen may however also be involved in other steps in the SCR reaction. 
In Paper V, the aim was to study the influence of hydrogen addition on the activity for HC-
SCR of NOx over the same silver-alumina catalysts as in Paper II. The reducing agents used 
were also the same as in Paper II, i.e. n-octane, methylcyclohexane, cyclohexane, cumene, 
toluene and benzene, respectively. Figure 18 shows the NOx conversion over the 2 and 6 wt.% 
samples, with 1000 ppm hydrogen added to a gas feed consisting of 500 ppm NO, 6 vol.% O2, 
10 vol.% CO2, 350 ppm CO and 12 vol.% H2O, balanced by helium to a space velocity of 
60 000 h-1. The reducing agents were added maintaining C/N=6 in all experiments. The 
hydrogen effect is apparent in comparison to Figure 14, with much lower onset temperatures 
and increased activity at lower temperatures for both samples and all reductants. Maximum in 
NOx conversion is reached already at 300 °C and the conversion of NOx is then stable up to 
550 °C. The complete oxidation of n-octane with oxygen at temperatures above 550 °C then 
results in a decrease in activity. For methylcyclohexane a dramatic increase in activity 
compared to Figure 14 can also be seen, even showing higher NOx conversion than n-octane at 
temperatures between 400-550 °C. For the aromatic hydrocarbons on the other hand, the NOx 
conversion increases almost linearly with temperature over the 2 wt.% sample in the current 
temperature range. This is in contrast to the volcano shaped activity curve observed for e.g. n-
octane. However, the maximum NOx conversion is not shifted towards higher temperatures 
for the aromatic hydrocarbons, as it is reached at similar or lower temperatures in the presence 
of hydrogen (Figure 18) than without hydrogen (Figure 14). Instead, the NOx conversion is 
increased at lower temperatures, especially below 500 °C, when adding hydrogen to the feed. 
Cumene and toluene show very similar activity for the 2 wt.% sample over the entire 
temperature range. Only at 550 °C a significant difference in activity is observed where the  
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Figure 18: NOx conversion vs. temperature over the 2 wt.% (closed markers) and 6 wt.% (open markers, dashed 
line) silver-alumina samples prepared by sol-gel with freeze-drying, using octane (●,○) or methylcyclohexane (■,□) 
or cyclohexane (♦,◊) or cumene (▲,∆)or toluene (▼, ) or benzene (◄,) as reducing agent. Gas feed: 500 ppm NO, 
1000 ppm H2, 6 vol.% O2, 10 vol.% CO2, 350 ppm CO, 12 vol.% H2O, He bal. C/N=6. Total flow: 500 ml/min. 
GHSV = 60 000 h-1. 
cumene peak in activity at 500 °C, while toluene peaks at 550 °C. For benzene the activity 
increases with increasing temperature up to 550 °C, where the NOx reduction appears to reach 
its maximum. This behavior of the aromatic reducing agents over the 2 wt.% sample is 
interesting as it differs from the regular volcano shaped activity curve usually observed in the 
literature (e.g. [154]). This indicates that due to the addition of hydrogen and despite the 
constant C/N ratio, a high fraction of the hydrocarbon is available for SCR of NOx over the 
entire temperature range, especially at higher temperatures. 
Concerning the NOx conversion over temperature over the 6 wt.% sample, compared to the 
results in Figure 14, it is readily observed that the maximum NOx conversion is shifted towards 
lower temperatures in most cases. The activity window is also broadened in a similar way as for 
the 2 wt.% sample. However, the maximum NOx conversion is still lower over the 6 wt.% 
sample than over the 2 wt.% sample. Thus it can be concluded that at higher temperatures (in 
the current temperature range) the undesired total oxidation of the hydrocarbon by oxygen 
does not occur to the same extent with these hydrocarbons over the 2 wt.% sample, as over the 
6 wt.% catalyst.  
In contrast to the experiments performed in absence of hydrogen in Paper II, the increase in 
activity at lower temperatures, due to higher silver loading, can no longer be observed for 
cyclohexane and toluene. However, an increased NOx reduction over the 6 wt.% sample is 
observed for both n-octane and cumene at 200 °C, compared to the 2 wt.% sample. Comparing 
the NOx activity at 200 °C over the two silver-alumina samples with the other reducing agents 
(i.e. methylcyclohexane, cyclohexane, toluene and benzene), the activity is generally higher 
over the 2 wt.% sample. This may be explained by nitrate poisoning of the surface and 
reduction of these surface nitrates by hydrogen, in combination with the nature of the reducing 
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agent. Nitrate poisoning of metallic silver is well known, and NOx species also adsorb on the 
silver-alumina surface, which likely results in self-poisoning at temperatures below 250 °C 
during HC-SCR conditions [41, 45, 64, 81, 169]. As shown in Paper III and IV, hydrogen may 
reduce the surface nitrates and possibly also surface nitrites. Thereby, sites required for the 
HC-SCR reaction may be available. However, as discussed in Paper V, the probability for the 
hydrogen to reduce sufficiently high amounts of the surface nitrates to free sites for adsorption 
and subsequent partial oxidation of hydrocarbons is likely higher over the 2 wt.% sample, as a 
consequence of the lower number of silver sites. This may then result in a higher N2 formation. 
The higher activity over the 6 wt.% sample for n-octane and cumene as reducing agent is 
proposed to be due to the nature of the hydrocarbons. Comparing the ionization energies in 
Table 8, it is noted that cumene has lower ionization energy than benzene, indicating that 
cumene is easier to activate for reaction than benzene. However, n-octane has higher 
ionization energy than benzene, but the NOx conversion at 200 °C is nevertheless higher. This 
indicates that the activation of the hydrocarbon is influenced by other factors, one of which 
may be the adsorption of the hydrocarbon on the catalyst surface. Cumene may possibly 
adsorb by its propyl group and n-octane by one end of its chain, requiring fewer adjacent 
surface nitrates to be reduced by hydrogen than for example benzene, required to adsorb flat 
on the catalyst surface. Thus, partial oxidation of cumene and n-octane may occur to a higher 
extent over the 6 wt.% sample, resulting in a higher NOx conversion. 
At temperatures above 200 °C, the activity is always higher for the 2 wt.% sample, which is 
suggested to depend on several factors. Hydrogen reduces adsorbed surface nitrates, as 
mentioned above. However, another (simultaneous) role of hydrogen is to enhance the partial 
oxidation of the hydrocarbon [55, 149], which explains the high NOx activity over the 2 wt.% 
sample for all reducing agents. As a result of the enhanced oxidation by hydrogen, fewer 
oxidation sites are required to activate the hydrocarbon reducing agent, also at lower 
temperatures, resulting in higher NOx conversion over this sample. 
At 220 °C the nitrates adsorbed on the alumina support decompose to the gas phase [81]. 
However, the silver nitrates are more stable [41], decomposing at a higher temperature. This 
means that at 250 °C, the reduction of surface nitrates by hydrogen is still required to free sites 
for the adsorption of the hydrocarbon on the silver particles, resulting in a higher activity over 
the 2 wt.% sample as the number of silver nitrates is much lower than in the 6 wt.% sample. 
This is also indicated by the differences in activity of the different hydrocarbon reducing 
agents, where the terminal C-H bond energy and ionization energy (Table 7 and Table 8) are 
most likely important factors for the activity. Another reason for the lower activity over the 6 
wt.% sample, compared to the 2 wt.% sample, is the blocking of alumina sites by silver. 
Alumina sites are required for different steps in the HC-SCR reaction. One example is the 
conversion of cyanide species into isocyanate species, shown by Bion et al. [62] and Thibault-
Starzyk et al. [170], that requires adjacent silver and alumina sites to occur. According to Bion 
et al. [62], the isocyanate is then either hydrolyzed into ammonia, which subsequently reduces 
NO to N2, or the isocyanate is oxidized into N2 and CO2. Regarding the crucial interaction 
between silver and alumina for this reaction step (and possibly others), it is most likely that the 
number of silver sites in the 6 wt.% sample is too high in relation to the number of alumina 
sites, to achieve a high NOx conversion. This might result in self-poisoning of the SCR-reaction 
by e.g. cyanide species at temperatures below peak NOx conversion, i.e. below 400 ° for n-
octane and below 500 °C for the aromatic hydrocarbons over the 6 wt.% sample. Such self-
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poisoning of cyanide, or other adsorbed species that require adjacent silver and alumina sites 
for further reaction, is likely the main reason for the lower NOx conversion over the 6 wt.% 
sample, at temperatures below the peak activity. At temperatures higher than the peak 
activity, the complete oxidation of the reducing agent by oxygen is instead promoted. 
Furthermore, a difference between the NOx conversion and N2 formation was observed in 
Paper V, indirectly indicating formation of other N-containing species, such as ammonia or 
amines, during the HC-SCR reaction. Formation of amines and ammonia is reasonable to 
assume, since such species were detected in other studies [154, 171, 172]. Arve et al. [154] 
showed the formation of amines at very similar conditions as for this study, although a 
significantly higher amount of hydrogen (1 vol.%) was added to the feed. Further, the 
formation of ammonia has also been shown, by e.g. DiMaggio et al. [172], but also in another 
study [171], not included in this thesis, at similar conditions as in Paper V. It is therefore 
reasonable to assume some formation of amines and ammonia over both samples. However, in 
ref. [171] it was found that a higher silver loading promotes the formation of ammonia. Thus, it 
is likely that the formation of amines is promoted over the 2 wt.% sample, and that ammonia 
formation is promoted over the 6 wt.% sample [154, 171, 172]. This supports the notion of 
different reaction paths for different hydrocarbons, as suggested previously. 
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6  Concluding remarks 
A new preparation method for silver-alumina HC-SCR catalysts, based on sol-gel with 
freeze-drying of the formed gel, is presented. The characterization of the catalysts prepared by 
this method show that the samples are composed of very small particles with the silver finely 
distributed throughout the alumina matrix (Paper I). However, the samples also contain free 
silver particles, loosely bound to the alumina support (Paper II). 
Flow reactor experiments show that the activation of the SCR reaction is highly dependent 
on the nature of the reducing agent (Paper I-II, V), but more interestingly also on the silver 
loading and distribution on the support. As the nominal silver loading was increased from 2 to 
6 wt.% (Paper II) the SCR activity clearly increased at temperatures below 500 °C, when 
aromatic hydrocarbons containing alkyl groups or cyclohexane were used as reducing agents. 
The most reasonable explanation is that as the size and/or morphology of the silver particles on 
the alumina surface is changed, the coverage of different hydrocarbons change as well. Hence, 
different reducing agents result in varying NOx reduction, which depends on the silver loading 
and the nature of the hydrocarbon, i.e. most likely the terminal C-H bond strength and the 
heat of adsorption. Further, the balance between the number of oxidation- and reduction sites 
on the silver-alumina catalyst is of outmost importance and is dependent on the nature of the 
reducing agent. To achieve a high low-temperature activity using diesel fuel as the reducing 
agent, the ratio between oxidation- and reduction sites must be considered when designing the 
catalyst (Paper I-II, V). 
A kinetic model for H2-assisted n-octane-SCR of NOx over silver-alumina has been 
developed (Paper III). The formation of stable nitrates, poisoning the catalytic surface, 
subsequently reduced by hydrogen, is a key feature of the model. Changes due to variations in 
the feed are well reproduced in general. In particular poisoning effects of higher NO feed 
concentrations, presumably due to nitrate formation, and the strong promotion of the NOx 
reduction by hydrogen is well represented. Moreover, DRIFT results indicate the removal of 
surface nitrates in the presence of hydrogen (Paper IV). These results together leads to the 
conclusion that the removal of nitrates by hydrogen from the catalyst surface is one important 
feature of the hydrogen effect for HC-SCR over silver-alumina. 
6.1 Outlook 
The complete mechanism for HC-SCR over silver-alumina is still evading the scientific 
community, even though every new report adds to the common knowledge, incrementally 
bringing us closer and closer to a complete mechanism. The role of hydrogen has also become 
increasingly clear, although there are still questions, not easily answered. 
One of the greatest tasks is to once and for all determine the active site (or sites) for the HC-
SCR reactions. Proposals have been made, however consistent, undeniable proofs are yet to be 
presented. If this can be achieved, together with a clear understanding of the HC-SCR 
mechanism, a truly effective silver-alumina catalyst for HC-SCR of NOx may be designed. In 
this design the fuel penalty must be considered, as the fuel should be used as the reducing 
agent, but perhaps more importantly also for the production of hydrogen, required to achieve 
a high NOx reduction at low temperatures. 
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SEM Scanning electron spectroscopy 
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